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Wendy Chin-Tanner

How It Is Written

the cuckoo
in the nest
has got a

big mouth a
beehive like
a buzz in

the body
of the things
left unsaid

say it this
is how it
is written
Wendy Chin-Tanner

Willow

Willow Street
had only
one willow

at the bad
end of the
block I lived

at number
One Willow
Street where the

BQE’s
sea sound shook
the house that’s

no longer
the house is
only a

house the gate
a gate I
tell myself

the city
is only
a city
Balance

Marcus Palmqvist
“It’s hard to love someone people think is not worth loving anymore,” the woman says to her friend at the café.

Later, they talk about dogs, how she likes to guess who the owner is when she sees one waiting outside. She guesses, guesses wrong.

I get up and go, and they go on talking.

The sun is shining but not hot, not too hot.

This is rare. Something is usually always too something for me.

This is because I am very sensitive, which is another way of saying perpetually unsatisfied.

It is difficult to find the right balance, any balance.

Good writing is not balanced but life is, good life, that is.

My life is good because it is increasingly balanced, or my life is good when it is balanced: both are true.

My balance has always been bad—that’s why I couldn’t ride a bike till I was 12, that’s why I was always falling off horses.

I am easily shaken, shaken off.

“His poems were just random collections of facts about himself. They were bizarre,” my adjunct friend says.

The sand in my pockets falls out of my pockets.

He is reading some of my poems now, I am guessing he doesn’t like them.
I am learning about comma splices and misplaced modifiers so I can teach my students how to avoid them.

I myself learned how to write correctly without learning any terms I can remember.

This means I’m lying to them, my students (that’s an appositive), when I say it is “critical” they learn these terms themselves.

I met a college student who speaks two languages and doesn’t know what a subject is, a high school student who thinks a noun is an adjective.

They were just given language and told to use it.

I guess a mechanic given tools without being told how to use them might eventually figure it out, but she would probably end up using a hammer to crack open a nut. It works, but it smashes the nut.
Mistranslation XXI

or Any Given Sunday

after “Sonnet XXI” by Francesco Petrarca

Herb & foliage
My Venture Capitalist
Like a virgin
Continues to consume in the light

But bless the locus
With virtual gold &
A graceful dick pic
Allora—

This rosy matrix is also a dirigible
Where juices taste better
Because of the air pressure

I will drive you away
Into the old-fashioned sunset
Where no one can text you
Mistranslation CCCLXII

or Nothing Lasts

*after “CCCLXII” by Francesco Petrarca*

I wasn’t personalizing
I was squandering my chances
Inside a gold-plated astrodome
Conducting a Q&A

Between costume changes
I applied cool gel to tremors
While texting invitations
To What’s Temporary

I posed with a man for a pragmatic
Portrait, alternating poses
With and without a bucolic backdrop

“It’s out of your control,” he said
Then slowly stepped away
From the pixelated mountains
Laton Carter

Pinhole

The highway is on the ceiling,
and the clock tower

stretches down
to prick the carpet floor.

The world on its head — camera obscura.

A child holds a mirror like a miner’s pan, looks
down into it, and walks through the house — step

over the light fixtures, don’t trip
at the doorjambs.

Insight means to not see with the eyes.

But the pilot, the effortful brain
maps each discovery

as light.
The upside-down city advances into the dark room.
Black, Brown, and Biege
Eric Weeks
Self Portrait as Penelope

I wake to someone standing at the edge
of the bed. It isn't you.

You are breathing
like a tide beside me. No—
you have been gone these ten years
and I wake to no breath.

When finally the sun
soaks the room in gold, only
my own breath— distant as a wave
from a hundred fathoms down.

How am I this small?
How have I stayed
with you this long
a tiny blue velella
gripping your ship’s stern
through foreign water.

Last night
in the gunroom of my mind
the hall was full

of my twenty geese
heaped as dead leaves
all their necks broken.
And you my husband had broken them.

See what feathered ruin
swells around us? I loved
to feed the birds when I grew
tired of waiting for you.
How many times
a winged thing has saved me
from a knife. Here is the puzzle:

in the dream
you killed my pets because you loved me
and because they were only symbols—

Every time
you turned your head
you meant something else.

The gesture, lost on me.

In your disguise, as you watched
how long I would wait for you
I knew it was you the whole time. And yet
there is a gate through which
my strange dreams come.
Julia Bouwsma

Midden

Coiled umbilical of a dried daisy petal, toenail shell, pilfered spoon, three teeth left in a weasel's yellowed jawbone, rusty fishhook still lucky, scratch of granite you chiseled from the wishing rock, words white as bones never buried in earth—

for every sorrow that's been dug from you, here is a pile of rubble twice as high.
Full Bloat Moon

The worm moon will drink until she floats
if you let her. She’ll suck the dirt clots right out
of the dissipating snow and the runoff from the road,
guzzle sap from the bucket on her knees or take it
straight from the tree. Glutton-mouthed moon,
you’ve found her belly up in the ditch on one
of your night walks. A kernel of hominy, she swells
languidly, kicking her legs like the ticks you pluck
from the dog. Tonight she hangs high in the dark
as the doe goat kids, quietly fevering in the straw,
udder hard and white as the pail at your feet, then black
as a new moon. The hunger in the sky winks at you
unrelenting through the trees as you do the deed,
as you wash the blood from your palms. Each year
she wakes this way, and each year you feed her
ravenous. She never gets full, but then again
neither do you, anymore.
Still Life with Dead Birds & Game Bag
Willem Van Aelst
these unrelenting weeks; everything grown sweet and dull. A lethargy sets in. I am tired of being the reliable one, that reflective surface—what we see is what we expect, what we remember. It’s useless to claim anger, worse to act on it. The crickets drill without pause while the Internet suggests blockbusters, easy reading. All the recipes for ice cream involve the preliminary step of scalding milk. When someone who ought to know better asks the usual irrelevant—are you seeing anyone and what inspires you—I could argue a friendship is not a checklist. Instead I hedge and pivot, dream small animals are placed in my care. I kill them. It’s pure neglect, a humid front. But such errors accumulate over time. Plants wilt and lawns fade. We throw rocks in the pond, wait for the heat to break
On Tether, The North Star Does Move

The soccer ball aging in the field
misses the foot that put it
there. I have gone through so many
water bottles. I recall when I was four,
my father wrenching a car vent
open to get the twenty I slipped in
through the air conditioned breeze.
My bank, I called it, after watching him
stuff money into an envelope
for deposit. Just the other day, the world
opened a little more than usual
at daybreak, when my daughter, who’s one,
kicked my cheekbone because she was
awake and I was not. That moved me
More than gravity in the bed.
Like the sun does without me knowing
I’m moving. And maybe the stars
not struggling to quiet,
know the beauty I do. It must be
bright, this knowledge. Maybe
when they feel, if they do, the sun
heating their backs, they
save it up, that power, for something,
some big day when they can weigh more
to what made them. Even a planet
needs its resources to live. Maybe
when stars dream—everything dreams—
they get, finally, what they’ve been
saving up for all their lives.
XI. Hole
(from) Courtly Love
for Courtney Love

Girl, watch out what you wish for. Headless dolls like chicken corpses, empty cavity and floppy toy arms: these fiends caterwaul in corners, creepy mascots, stage debris,

beautiful garbage. Their abandoned heads have Os as mouths, their skulls as hollow as crack houses. Greedy desperate, never bled nor breathed, they really want you, second-class

performer. They really do. Garb yourself in frilly dresses, ape their vacant look. Well-versed in crafting and carving the self, you pose like fish bait dangling on a hook.

No matter what you tell yourself, doll heart, the missing parts make possible the art.
Untitled

Nadine Rovner
Cherry Blossom Impact

_for Haruno Sakura, Kunoichi of Konohagakure_

“You think it’s your duty to save him from the darkness. That’s the kind and gentle girl you are.”

I remember the first woman I hated—hair pink as a sucked melon, knuckles bread-dough clean under her chin. Her little knives. I hated her enough to wish her dead (by ice! or opened-throat! whatever so long as she’s gone from the story)—but fear is an easy-sleeved thing in a child. Hate a quick jacket. She was a child, too—one who lived with me in many bedrooms. A girl, growing, very much in love, early-spilling into the loose palm of a bra. Violent in the way of twelves. Listen: this is who I didn’t thank. A woman who made atomic the mace of her hands, who pulped a man and howled in the doing. A woman whose fist rubbed the bluff. A woman who bit the finger from her forehead, saying through a mouthful of bone: _shannaro._
What we say

I am a Lapp you say mottled bruised

Yes I know I say to you
I love the North and Northern snows and Northerners:
Men with black beards in rough wool make me hot.
I sing for Finland for the lost Nordic homes.

But you are not Norse you say to me
In fact you are a bit of a Greek.

Yes I say I agree I agree
But you are a Lapp.

And what does that mean? you ask

I say I cannot draw you a map.
It doesn’t work quite like that.

A Greek and a Lapp. But where will they live?

I say I know you can answer this.

Yes you admit
We live in the world.
Where Lapp is a term I’m not sure you should use.
We live inside us: twinned souls *I insist*
Serpents twined round the staff of Asclepius.

Twinned souls yes yes *you respond*
Who is Asclepius?

A surgeon a healer raised by a centaur.

Centaurs *you say* I can understand.
Cousins of a sort.
We Samis husband reindeer if Sami I am.
The world began in fire and ice.

There now:
You see?

We came from the armpits of two great giants.
The North is a place of darkness and cold.
The threat of the North is shaped like a woman or
*you say mottled bruised* Or a giant.

Oh that is more sad.
Perhaps you are not a Lapp after all.
After all when do we choose.
The healer was able to raise the dead.
Sometimes a scandal: he even got paid.

You are indeed a bit of a Greek.

Yes *I can reason* all choral tragedy.
Trips back and forth from the land of the dead.
But not for too long *I wax* I am in love.
I am trying very hard not to look back.
Orpheus sang his sweet songs so direly.

And who is Orpheus?

A tender young wretch wrecked.
Wrecked.

I am trying very hard not to look back.
It’s a long way from Finland I suppose

Longer you say
Longer from Lapland.

This all makes me sad.
I don’t think Greek is a good fit for me.

Then what will you be?

Whatever you are.

I am a Lapp you say to me
I have a zither made of fish bones.
The whole of nature delights when I play.
I don’t know why I hadn’t thought of it before.
Are you following?

O yes I agree
I try I say
Summer Pastoral

July and the flax blooms drop their petals daily,
covering the soil in a wilting blue.
The prop planes overhead
turn on and off their engine noises;
climbing toward something,
letting go.

Guns everywhere this summer. This morning
we rose to a couple rounds
from one neighbor
or another and we heard later on the radio
you can bring an open carry
to the RNC

but cannot have a tennis ball.
The garlic is hung and drying,
early
from a spring of record heat.
At the post office,
there’s a girl dressed all
in lavender sitting under the counter who
asks her mom,
“Can I watch a movie
under here? I don’t think it’s dangerous.”
The man in front
of me is shipping his
rifle to Oregon and the postal worker asks
about it being liquid, fragile, perishable,
or hazardous
as if it were lithium batteries or perfume.
Zucchini pour out their juices
when we cut their stems.
from Secret Lives

Maciek Jasik
from Secret Lives

Maciek Jasik
Insurance Salesmen

I question protection
and those who offer it.

Its throbbing, paternal sing-song
composed to protect the protector’s ego.

Every day needs a damsel in distress
for a man to find a reason to go on.

Rapunzel forsaken
if short haired.

My dog bit me yesterday
while going after another dog.

My hand got in the way
caught like a baseball.

Punctured the peach
and unleashed the juice

like so many before him.
Of the Question of the Self and How It Never Quite Gets Answered

My continual kitsune doesn’t approach but merely appears

as if here, human-footed on the crushed leaves, a decision to let fall the veil occurred to it like a dewy accumulation.

Having just dreamt my hips into the hands of others’ husbands

Having held neither the albas nor the acts in my mouth

Having always been a sucker for earning my head’s heaviness

I wake to the motion of wind between my shins and the woods, remaindering the nuance night demanded of its shadows, thickening in distinctions.

I can’t recall from the dreams anything the men said and this is proof of the dreaming. Into their necks their faces nod away from precision: Lamps, in the axils of dying limbs.

The venom-green beacons reveal me wived by their wiles.
Vanessa Gabb

Basic Needs

There will be work
By late fall
Raining in
Habana Viejo
It's so hard
To not think of you
Privacy is complicated
The famous hotel
By the sea
Where did you come from
Where did you come from
Sometimes the verbs
Aren't important
Thank you
For this organization
The conspicuous absence
Of logos
These mountains I believe
Will absolve me
When I remember
To look up
Money doesn't always
Mean what I think
It does
It sounds lovely
Such red
Red berries
I could live
In your country
I could never
In your country
We can't always
Be so kind
The real question is not
Will we hurt
But what do I do
With this happiness
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